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ABSTRACT
In this note, we study graph edge coloring on strongly
regular graphs. The main tools are Vizing theorem and
spectral graph theory. We start with analyzing the chro-
matic index of a very special strongly regular graph –
Petersen graph. We then prove a property that the chro-
matic index of a regular graph with even order preserves
if an arbitrary vertex and all the edges induced by it are
removed from the original graph. Moreover, spectral
theory is applied when we compare graph edge coloring
problems with matching problems.

VIZING THEOREM
Theorem. (Vizing 1964 and Gupta 1967) Every simple
graphG satisfies χ′(G) ≤ ∆(G)+1, where ∆(G) is the
maximum degree of G.

Remark. Because we need to color the graph G prop-
erly, obviously the minimum number of color classes is
the maximum degree of G. Combined with Vizing the-
orem, χ′(G) could only be ∆(G) (class I) or ∆(G) + 1
(class II).

Remark. However, it is NP-hard to distinguish
whether a graph is of class I or class II.

RESULT AND EXAMPLES

Property. Given a simple k−regular graph G with
even order, and an arbitrary vertex x ∈ V (G), then
χ′(G) = χ′(G− x).
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Figure 1: Vertex x and all its neighbors adjacent to it in
graph G

Proof. we only need to show that if H = G − x is
k− colorable, then G is k-colorable. We let NG(x) =

{v1, ..., vk}. Since χ′(H) = k, if |
⋃k

i=1 ϕ(vi)| = k
(i.e., ϕ(vp) ∩ ϕ(vq) = ∅, ∀p, q ∈ Z, 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k),
then we can color all the neighbors of x in G by
xvi (i = 1, ..., k) by ϕ(vi), and we are done. Oth-
erwise, there exists at least two vertices vr and vs,
such that ϕ(vr) = ϕ(vs). This implies there exists a

color c0 such that c0 ∈ ϕ(vi), for i = 1, ..., k. This
means ∀v ∈ V (H), c0 ∈ ϕ(v). Thus, H has a perfect
matching by c0, but |V (H)| ≡ 1(mod 2), which is a
contradiction.

Examples of coloring on some srgs: Below are two
srgs such that are all of class I:

Figure 2: Proper edge coloring of K4�K4 (16, 6, 2, 2) −
srg (left) and the line graph of K4 (6, 4, 2, 4)− srg (right)
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APPLICATION AND OPEN PROBLEMS

One application of graph edge coloring is the
scheduling problem. Suppose we are going to
schedule football matches for a whole season. From
the point of view of graph theory, if the edges of the
graph can be colored properly, then each color class
is exactly the match arrangement for each round.

There are two open problems that are realated to
graph edge coloring:
1. Are there other strongly regular graphs of even
order which are class II ?
2. Can we study the effect of deleting perfect match-
ings on the eigenvalues of a graph ?
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SPECTRAL GRAPH THEORY AND CONCLUSION

Proper edge coloring problems is equivalent to
matching problems. That is, if a simple graph G
with even order is of class I, then there exists ∆(G)
number of distinct 2-factors, and vice versa.
Moreover, spectral theory has useful applications to
perfect matching problems. Cioabă, Gregory, and
Haemers [2] have proved that if G is k − regular
with even order, and satisfies

λ3 ≤

{
k−2+

√
k2+12

2 if k ≥ 4 is even,
k+3+

√
(k+1)2+16

2 if k ≥ 5 is odd.

, then G has a perfect matching, where λ3 is the
third largest eigenvalues of G.
The decrease of the Laplace eigenvalues with re-
spect to the deletion of a perfect matching is also
worth studying. For example, λ2 in K4�K4 when
removing one color class at a time with specific
order is: 4, 2.763932022500211, 1.277094646820589,
0.6047845217454329, 0.1522409349774265, 0.

One another discovery is that if a strongly regu-
lar graph with even order is of class I, then the
matching consisting of edges by any two of its color
classes can only form closed even cycle(s). Exam-
ples are shown below:

Figure 3: Proper edge coloring of K6�K6 (left) and the
spanning subgraph of it only consisting of edges from
two color classes (right)

INTRODUCTION
A graph is an abstraction of network system con-
sisting of vertices and edges.

A graph edge coloring of a graph G is a coloring
of its edges, such that any two incident edges have
different colors. The minimum number of colors
in such coloring is called the chromatic index of G
and is denoted χ′(G).

A strongly regular graph is a regular graph such
that any two adjacent vertices have the same num-
ber of common neighbors, and any two non-
adjacent vertices have the same number of neigh-
bors.

PETERSEN GRAPH IS OF CLASS II
We are aware of only one strongly regular graph
of even order of class II, namely the Petersen graph
(graph P for short) (shown below). In this research,
we study the proof that χ′(P ) = 4.
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Figure 4: Petersen Graph P and its subgraph G

Sketch of the proof : to prove that χ′(P ) = 4, it suf-
fices to show that a subgraph G of P with χ′(G) =
4. We construct G by removing the top vertex and
all the edges induced by it from P (G is shown
on the above right). To start, we assume that G
is 3 − colorable, and start coloring from all edges
induced by v2 (say). Then, after trying all possibili-
ties (two in total) to color all edges ofG, we can find
that it is impossible to color edges of G properly.
Hence, we derive a contradiction, so χ′(G) ≥ 4. By
applying Vizing theorem, the chromatic index of G
is 4 (graph on the right shows one case of color-
ing).


